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Wayne State University Overview



LC Program at Wayne State University

Our Program 

• LC program started in 2007

• Now serving 10,000 students

• 360 peer mentors

• 63 coordinators (mostly faculty 
and advisers) 

• RFPs to start an LC

• LCs are very different 



The Role of the 8 Key Elements of HIPs at WSU

• Michigan is one of the LEAP states.

• Proposal Process for Learning 
Communities involve Elements of 
HIPs. 

• Goal to make Elements of HIPs  
transparent and translate them 

• Intro to HIPs at PM training 
(through presentation/video) 

We maximize the 
quality of your Learning 
Communities  by 
incorporating the key 
Elements of HIPs.



Choose three or more of these HIP characteristics you intend to implement that will support 

learning in your LC. 

 Performance expectations are set at appropriately high levels. 

Challenge is good for students – it interests and engages them – as long as the 

challenge is within reach. 

 Significant investment of time and effort by students over an extended period of time. 

Perhaps the LC might have a supplemental project that students work together on 

during the semester. 

 Interactions with faculty and peers about substantive matters. 

How will a peer mentor help your students interact with faculty? 

Are you open to deeper discussion about the subject matter?  About being in 

college? 

 Experiences with diversity, wherein students are exposed to and must contend with 

people and circumstances that differ from those with which students are familiar. 

A Learning Community might use icebreakers to help students get to know each 

other and the rich array of experiences and backgrounds among Learning 

Community members. 

 Frequent, timely, and constructive feedback. 

Elaborate on how you will embed timely and constructive feedback into LC 

activities.  

 Periodic, structured opportunities to reflect and integrate learning. 

Reflecting on your own learning may make it easier to help students do so. 

 Opportunities to discover relevance of learning through real-world applications. 

Field trips, speakers, and many other LC activities can help make learning “real.” 

 Public demonstration of competence. 

LC sessions can be a great place for students to practice their class presentations, 

or to present and share learning even if they aren’t asked to do so in class. 

 

Key Elements of High Impact Practices in LC RFPs



Assessing the 8 Key Elements (Part 1)

1. All Coordinators, peer mentors and students are asked about 
whether they meet 8 key elements of HIPs in their LCs. 

2. Comparisons of results (% of not met, fully met, partially met)

3. Findings and Conclusions 



Assessment Survey Qs about 8 HIP Elements 

Coordinator Survey – My LC students …

• … work on assignments, projects, and activities which are challenging 
them at appropriately high levels. 

Peer Mentor Survey – In my LC, my students …

• … work on assignments, projects, and activities which are challenging 
at appropriately high levels. 

Student Survey – In my Learning Community I … 

• … work on assignments, projects, and activities which are challenging 
at appropriately high levels. 
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Assessment (Part 2) 

What did you like best about your LC?

• Academic Support and/or advice, help 
(63)

• Working with peer mentors (58)

• Amount of learning and variety of 
Learning methods (44)

• Availability of and access to 
information/resources/ job and other 
opportunities (35)

• Engagement with others and 
collaboration (31)

(286 students responded to questions; responses in brackets 
show frequency of the theme) 

What do you wish you had done? 

• Engaged more with others including 
peer mentors (48)

• N/A. Nothing (different). It was a great 
experience. (40)

• More learning, study tips, met goals 
(31)

• Had more opportunities, more time, 
outside of class experiences. (29)

• Attended more often, invested more 
time (20)

(259 students responded)



Best Fit Framework Synthesis 

• Deductive (building on 8 Key Elements Framework)

• Data was coded and mapped against the 8 Key Elements 

• Frequency recorded

• Ranking of 8 key elements experienced

• Ranking of 8 key elements students wished they had experienced. 



②
Significant investment 
of time and effort by 

students over an 
extended period of 

time (61)

①

Interactions with 
faculty and peers about 

substantive matters ( 
161)

③
Opportunities to 

discover relevance of 
learning through real-
world applications (49)

Elements of HIPs from which students in 
WSU Learning Communities benefitted 



Elements of HIPs from which WSU students in 
Learning Communities benefitted

4. Opportunities to reflect and integrate learning (27) 

5. Performance expectations at appropriately high levels (22) 

6. Constructive feedback (19)

7. Experiences with diversity (14) 

8. Public demonstration of competence (6) 



②

①

③

Elements of HIP which students 
wished they had experienced  

Significant 
investment of 

time and effort by 
students over an 

extended period of 
time (83)

Interactions with 
faculty and peers 
about substantive 
matters (61)

Opportunities to 
discover relevance of 
learning through real-

world applications (34)



Elements of HIPs WSU students in Learning 
Communities wished they had  … 

4. Performance expectations set at appropriately high levels (23) 

5. Opportunities to reflect and integrate learning (22) 

6. Experiences with diversity (5) 

7. Public demonstration of competence (1) 

8. Constructive feedback (0)



Take Away 

• Making Elements of HIP more transparent especially to students

• Qualitative Data tells the story behind quantitative data

• “Best Fit” Framework Synthesis, an underused approach? 

• What students experience and what they want more of overlap 
greatly

• Intentionality and Accountability: Focus on Outcomes 

• Assessment Instrument: Change from 3 to 5-point scale



Comments, Questions, … 

Thank You! 
Stefanie Baier 

Stefanie.baier@wayne.edu
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